
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Then there was silence while I looked in vain to see her down the ravine,
doubting not that she ____________________ away to the boat below.
1.

(carry)
was being carried

He ______________________ in the nerve-stretching excitement of the
game.
2.

(catch up)
was being caught up

He was too modest to think it due to any particular merit of his own, but it
seemed to him that he had been chosen as an instrument, and, for that
reason, he ______________________ through every hardship and danger.

3.

(preserve)
was being preserved

A keen pang of sudden terror shot through him; then a thought that some
grotesque mockery ___________________ upon him.
4.

(play)was being played

Besides, he kept complaining bitterly that he ___________________ to
suppress his genius and individuality and to work for money.
5.

(force)
was being forced

Their invitation was so cordial, and I __________________ with such
earnestness to join them, that I could see at once that they did not suspect
my true character.

6.

(urge)

was being urged

He held her hand a moment, feeling that he __________________ nearer
to her lips, as if he must touch them, and rise refreshed to face the labors of
his life.

7.

(draw)

was being drawn

Lights __________________________ in the public rooms and
corridors-silence and sleep were settling down upon the vast building.
8.

(extinguish)

were being extinguished

A minute later the fellow ____________________ off to the station-house.9.
(march)

was being marched

Rough scales _______________________ of baskets hung on ropes, big
stones serving as weights.
10.

(fashion)
were being fashioned
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A large lumbering old family carriage ___________________, empty,
around toward the stables.
11.

(drive)
was being driven

During the short pause while the garrison _____________________, the
men, with stern, set faces, gripped their weapons ready for any emergency.
12.

(summon)

was being summoned

A blow and a creaking sound was heard, accompanied by oaths; the
stocks ____________________.
13.

(open)were being opened

A significant silence pervaded the gathering whilst this scene
____________________.
14.

(enact)was being enacted

While the circle ___________________, a third boat was employed in
driving the fish toward the centre of the enclosure, as there was a risk that
they might otherwise escape before it was completed.

15.

(form)

was being formed

Someone was giving a party for Edith that night; every day now things
___________________ for her.
16.

(give)were being given

Her little soul revolted against the treatment to which she
______________________ by these two little girls.
17.

(subject)was being subjected

After being dug out by comrades, and while he ____________________
into the trench, an enemy bullet ended the brave man's sufferings.
18.

(lower)
was being lowered

And it was lucky he did, for the gang-plank ___________________ in just
as he arrived.
19.

(haul)
was being hauled

A horse ________________ up and down on the opposite side of the
courtyard, and behind the chains stood a sedan-chair with several men, to
whom Metz had just brought from the kitchen a coal of fire to light their
torches.

20.

(lead)

was being led
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